rison Johnston won with a 4 and 3 final match defeat of Dr. O. R. Willing. That was the year that Johnny Goodman beat Bob Jones, the reigning amateur champion, by a 1 up margin in the first round. This course also was venue of the 1940 Women's National which Betty Jameson won by defeating Jane Cothran, 6 and 5, in the final match.

GREENS CHIEFS AT ST. LOUIS—
More than 70 supt.s, chairmen and supply-
men of Missouri met at Westwood CC (St. Louis dist.) for a daytime and evening ses-
son that was declared the most interesting
and helpful ever held in the state. Leo Bauman, veteran green chmn. of the club,
and Al Linkogel, Westwood's supt., col-
laborated in arranging an exhibit and even-
ing program that was featured by showing
and demonstrations of numerous ingenious
devices made by the attending green-
keepers.

Oscar Bowman, Algonquin supt., demon-
strated his leaf-remover and Al Linkogel
showed his deep spiker on greens, among
other home-made equipment demonstra-
tions. Worthington, Toro and Jacobsen
demonstrated their new equipment. The
gathering inspected Westwood's nurseries
and saw what had been done with zoysia

A NEW ENGLAND SERVICE
FOR NEW ENGLAND COURSES

Improvements? Replacements?
Let Clapper quote you on your needs.
For 24 years we have made it our
business to "have what it takes" to
help keep New England's golf courses
in top condition.
A record of proven performance stands
behind each item in the Clapper stock
of equipment and supplies.
Toro Power and Gang Mowers • Mil-
course Turf grass Fertilizer • Buckner Sprinklers •
Jari Power Scythe • Chemicals • Sprayers
Supplies • Fertilizers • Tools • Grass
Seeds • Repairs for Toro Equipment

GREEN GROW THE
FAIRWAYS O!
GREEN GROW
THE GREENS!

Golf course managers and greens commit-
tees who have had Royer Compost Mixers
on the job for years are loud in their praise
of Royer advantages. You will be, too, when
you see the results in improved greens a
Royer assures. Pick from 12 different models
for the needs of your club. All sizes, Belt-
tactor, gaso-
line engine,
and motor
 driven types.

"Greener grows the grass" with Royer pre-
pared top dressing because it is thoroughly
mixed—cleaned of trash, shredded, aerated—
"opened" so that the grass readily assimilates
the full nutritive values of compost. Besides,
Royers cut labor and maintenance outlays to a
very minimum.

ROYER FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.
171 Pringle St., Kingston, Pa.
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DOLGE Tested PRODUCTS

for Club House maintenance

More than fifty years' experience, latest laboratory equipment and continual research is behind Dolge Tested Products. Whatever your maintenance problem, Dolge dependable products will serve you efficiently and economically.

- **ALTA-CO POWDER**
  For Athlete's Foot control.

- **BAN**
  A general cleaner that dissolves, removes stubborn dirt. Good for dishwashing machines.

- **BALMA LIQUID SOAP**
  A lathery, smooth liquid soap made from pure vegetable oils and saponifying agents. A little goes a long way.

- **DEODOROMA**
  Gives off a heavier than air vapor that forces rank gases below nose level. Choose from 5 pleasant scents.

- **DOLCOWAX**
  A self-polishing floor wax. Excellent for linoleum, cork, rubber, mastic, hardwood and many other types of flooring.

- **DOLCOROCK**
  A high gloss floor finish. Resistant to water.

- **DOLGE WEED-KILLER**
  Kills the foliage—Kills the roots—Sterilizes the soil.

- **E.W.T.**
  A selective weed-killer that acts on weeds. It's harmless to most grasses.

- **NO MOLE**
  No traps, no messy disposal job. Eradicates moles in 48 hours.

- **PERMAX**
  Two-way D.D.T. exterminator. Can be used as space or residual spray.

- **SYNTAX**
  A powerful fly and insect killer.

*Write today* for the Dolge catalogue. It contains the solution to dozens of health and maintenance problems.

The C. B. DOLGE CO.

WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT

Dubow

Symbol of Golf Club Excellence

Though the demand will over-tax our capacity for some months to come, we will not sacrifice the high quality of workmanship and materials that made the Dubow trade mark a symbol of golf club excellence.

However, every effort will continue toward shortening the time when we can serve you more promptly. Thank you for your patience.

J. A. DUBOW MFG. CO.

1905-13 Milwaukee Ave. Chicago 4, Ill.

COTTON BRITISH PRO CHAMP—

Henry Cotton defeated James Adams, 8 and 7, in 36 hole finals of British PGA championship. Prize money given by News of the World was about $2200. Cotton's morning medal at Hoylake was approximately 72, giving him a 7 hole lead over Adams. Crowd was about 10,000. Cotton won British pro titles in 1932 and 1940. Among matches won by Cotton in the 1946 competition was a 5 and 4 win over Laurie Ayton, Jr., and a 1 up win over Bobbie Locke. Young Ayton, St. Andrews-born, learned his golf in the U. S. where he lived from his 6th to his 18th year. He got out of the British army 6 months ago and is pro at Stoneham, Southampton.

MAC GREGOR'S NEW FILM—"Working for Fun" a 30 minute color-sound film showing manufacture and use of their sports equipment has been made by Mac-